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The work described in this report was performed at the Grumman Aerospace
rporation, Bethpage, New York, and administered by the Vibration Section of the
'uctures and Dynamics Division, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton,
rginia.
The work performed under NASA Contract NAS1-10635-21 with supplementary
iding provided by the Space Division, Rockwell International (POM3WXMZ=433002)
eluded development of a fundamental finite element hydroelastic formulation appli-
ble to NASTRAN, implementation of the theoretical developments into NASTRAN
d verification, and demonstration of the new technique on various problems in-










A fundamental reformulation of the NASTRAN hydroelastic analysis is
developed in Volume I on the basis of Toupin's complementary variational principle
of classical mechanics and on the basis of a physical interpretation of the NASTRAN
fluid matrix equations. Emphasis is placed on the special case of an incompressible
fluid model which is applicable to propellant tank hydroelastic analysis. A concise 	 i
fluid inertia representation results from the assumption of incompressibility and
the NASTRAN hydroelastic equations reduce to a simplified form associated with
non-fluid structures. The efficiency of the incompressible hydroelastic formulation
is enhanced for both fluid and structure by introduction of harmonic reduction as an
alternative to Guyan reduction. The theoretical developments are implemented in
NASTRAN by use of ALTER-DMAP statements and the modified NASTRAN hydro-
elastic analysis technique is verified and demonstrated as an efficient and accurate
approach by several illustrative problems.
In Volume II the detailed modifications to the NASTRAN hydroelastic analysis
are described. The DMAP operations are listed and applied to the 1/8-Scale
Shuttle Model External Tank. The resulting mode shapes and frequencies are
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